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INTRODUCTION TO
BOTS IN LEGAL

Law firms and legal practices generally involve a great deal of manual,
repetitive and routine tasks, which are both labour and document
intensive.

And whilst the completion of these activities is vitally important, it is only
the outputs and outcomes achieved that are truly essential and valuable
and not the tasks in of and themselves.

This multitude of manual work is time-consuming and places a
significant burden on armies of paralegals long before other skilled
practitioners and partners can get to the really important and
interesting work. (not to mention, the more profitable aspects) 

Robotic Process Automation (RPA) or aka "Bots" have demonstrated in
many other industries and professions how these manual tasks can be
automated, and in the process free the employee workforce,
accelerating productivity and enabling businesses  to find greater
scalable and agile growth.

And Bots are now enabling law firms to liberate paralegal departments,
eliminating manual work, saving time, increasing both output and
accuracy but with significantly higher margins and profit per partner

The time savings for skilled workers can then also be redeployed to
perform more valuable and profitable work and deliver a better
customer experience.
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BOTS IN ACTION
IN THE LEGAL WORLD
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Although not one of the earliest adopters, Law firms are beginning to
adopt Bots and apply them across a variety of use cases from freeing up
legal teams from simple document generation and data compliance to
augmenting skilled lawyers with complex searches with intelligent
machine learning Bots.

Forward-thinking legal leaders can play a key role in driving innovation
to help advance their firms in developing new technologies, products,
and business models.

A few examples of legal Bots in action include:

Bringing Legal Processes into the 21st Century

Access and aggregate data and prepare reports for individuals
Enable self-service of personal data 

GDPR Compliance - Automated Data Requests

Look up keywords on clearance websites
Gather and classify results, aggregate and store reports for review

Trademark Clearance - Automated Searches

Generate draft agreements and review documents received
Extract or archive contracts and related documents

Contract Management - Automated Document Management

Search public databases or sites for financial and legal information
Collate and create profile reports and documents and update systems of record

Due Diligence - Automated Company Searches & Checks



BOT BENEFITS FOR LEGAL
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Bots use and access your existing technologies through the Ui the same
as a person or as a machine through API, but no integration necessary.

Non-invasive

Bots can present a range of opportunities to benefit Legal
firms, especially throughout the traditionally heavy-lifting 
 and laborious work of the paralegal team.

Bots can become the  new and valuable digital paralegal
assistant, allowing highly trained and skilled resources to
redeploy their time more productively, providing better service
and reducing costs.

With a single Bot able to handle roughly the same output  as
the equivalent of four people, time and money savings, added
value, and higher accuracy rates are all achievable.

Bots can be both simple, logic-driven and deterministic or intelligent,
outcome-driven and probabilistic for greater use and scalability.

Smart

Bots operate according tostrict security and privacy requirements,
encrypting data in transit and at rest with full audit trails. 

Secure



     Law firms are starting to
see work go away. Bread and

butter work is going away
because of technology and

other external providers

 

Connie Brenton, Director of Legal Operations at NetApp
and President of the Corporate Legal Operations Consortium
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BOTS IN ACTION
USE CASE
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Leading Global Corporate
Immigration Firm, Ups Its
Automation Commitment

LEGAL BOTS IN ACTION USE CASE
MAKING WORK BETTER FOR EVERYONE - PEOPLE, PROFIT & PLANET

CLIENT: BAL LLP | INDUSTRY: LAW SERVICES | REGION: NORTH AMERICA

16 FTE 10,000 hrs
Annualised SavingTime Saving

RESULTS BY NUMBERS
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Berry Appleman & Leiden LLP (BAL) is one of the leading corporate
immigration law firms in the world. While professionals in every
industry could benefit from less paperwork, it's part and parcel of the
trade for immigration law. By implementing Robotic Process
Automation (RPA), BAL has been able to offload some of this work so
their staff members could zero in on better customer service.

BAL already knew the importance of automating different workflows
and functions. Back in 2018, the firm created an Automation & AI
Development Center to identify and implement improvements for
streamlining immigration processing and global mobility.

The law firm decided to take its automation efforts a step further by
deploying Robotic Process Automation (RPA) Bots. BAL also
understood that RPA alone could only take its staff so far without
careful attention to getting the right blend of experience, skills and
capabilities to ensure employees and Bots could work effortlessly
together every day and at scale. With the help of an expert outside
vendor, BAL was on the way to automating time-consuming client-
facing processes as well as monotonous back-office functions.

     We knew the importance
of automating workflows

and functions

A little help from the Bots

 

BAL is a global firm singularly focused on meeting the immigration challenges of
corporate clients around the world in ways that make immigration more strategic
and clients more successful.
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The expert team at BAL were committed to rolling out Bots on two
fronts: automating time-consuming documentation processes and
supporting operational improvements behind the scenes.

Of particular importance was the automation of procedures for
generating the paperwork clients would need to file their H-1B work
visa applications. Ultimately, BAL put 10 "unattended" Bots into
enterprise production, executing three separate processes. Over the
course of six months, the law firm determined that the Bots helped
them free up 10,000 hours for their existing workforce. For their part,
the Bots completed workloads equivalent to that of 16 full-time
employees.

  
As a result, the company has been able to focus more on delivering
quality service to its corporate clients in their quest to source the best
talent from across the globe. Throughout the whole situation, BAL has
demonstrated the importance of Bots for allowing leaders in the legal
industry to reduce the time their skilled staff members spend on
burdensome documentation requirements and operational functions.
Paperwork is part of the job, but it doesn’t have to be the whole
workday. 

10 Bots vs Document Generation

     We have a two-pronged approach, so we
have 80% of our capacity for Bot

development that’s allocated for big
strategic development. The other 20% is

dedicated to quick wins

 

Vince DiMascio, CITO BAL
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Fortunes at BAL are riding high. As the firm continues to expand its
workforce, it’s also doubling down on the number of Bots in operation
— literally.

The firm planned to put an additional 10 Bots into production after
achieving a renewed emphasis on customer service following the initial
deployment.

Additionally, Bots are being committed to providing further support for
Cobalt, BAL’s industry-leading global immigration management
platform. By facilitating improvements to this case management
software, clients enjoy a smoother tech experience. At the same time,
customers also benefit from a greater personal connection with staff
members, who are now free from the burden of devoting excessive
time to document generation.

Smoother Customer Support System
for Corporate Immigration Services

What we’re using RPA for is to push
that rote work—the routine work—

down to machines so we can scale our
legal providers to provide the

professional legal services that our
clients want from us

Vince DiMascio, CITO BAL
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READY TO START YOUR JOURNEY?
botsforthat.com


